


INSTRUMENT LANDING
SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT

(Port II)

HENRY W. ROBERTS

Pan American Airways navi-

gate ibeir ships from the

ground. Blind landings are

made with the help of bear*
ings taken by shore station

RADIO Of GROUND STATION

Before resuming our description of

the eight systems of instrument landing

developed to date, we will restate the

general requirement of any such system,

namely : that it must automatically and
continuously furnish the pilot three-fold

information—in what direction the air-

port lies ; how far away ; and how far

down. This information defines a three-

dimensional landing path from a point in

space above the ground to a point within

the airport limits, and enables the pilot

to bring his ship down without seeing the

ground by keeping him continuously

posted as to his exact position with re-

spect to this path.

Three systems of instrument landing

—

Bureau of Air Commerce, Army-Hegen-
berger, and United Air Lines—were
described in the preceding installment

;

description of the remaining five sys-

tems follows:

Pan American Airways System

The peculiar operating problems of

this company necessitated development of

special radio aids to navigation. This
work was carried out largely by their

own staff, and the equipment and meth-
ods evolved differ materially from those

used in the familiar overland operations.

Unlike any other airline, Pan Ameri-
can navigate their ships from the ground.
The long non-stop overwater schedules

take their ships far beyond the maximum
useful range of the most powerful range
beacon: besides, a fixed radio lane would
ji futile as .heir ships often fly several

hundred miles off the normal course to

avoid storm areas.

Radio navigation is done entirely with

the aid of shore radio direction fin-Jers,

the procedure of taking radio beai ings

being precisely the reverse of the usual

practice. The ship transmits a steady sig-

nal, and the ground station takes its bear-

ing and radios it back to the ship. For
position fix, the airplane flies a zigzag

course, and the position is then computed
by triangulation (or two stations not ly-

ing in a straight line with the airplane

can fix its position by cross bearings). In

this manner, all problems of radio navi-

gation are solved in well-staffed quarters

ashore, leaving the flying personnel to

attend to actual flying. This also permits

employing far more accurate and com-
plex radio equipment than any airplane

could possibly carry.

The accompanying illustration shows a
typical instrument landing procedure at

a Pan American station. The landing be-

gins while the airplane is still a hundred
miles out and the pilot requests his posi-

tion fix and landing information

—

weather, barometer, direction and force
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Modulation frequencies and keying speeds of
the Lorenz blind landing system

of wind, direction and height of waves,

and the landing zone he is to use.

The navigating officer aboard the air-

plane consults a large-scale map of the

bay and locates the precalculated radio

course for the "blind" landing under the

given conditions. As the ship nears the

station, the bearings are being transmit-

ted at 30-second intervals until the ship

flies directly over the antennas, at 2000
ft. The pilot makes a turn in the pre-

scribed direction and sets his automatic

pilot for descent at the rate of 200 ft./

min. Simultaneously, the navigating of-

ficer starts a stop watch and calls out to

the pilot the number of seconds remain-
ing until the next change of course, while

the shore station checks the ship's actual

position at 15-second intervals. Six min-
utes later the ship is at 800 ft., and the

pilot again changes his course, in ac-

cordance with the pre-calculated map, for

the actual blind approach and landing.

Bearings now come at .10-second in-

tervals. They serve as a position and
altitude check to the navigating officer

who calls out the number of seconds re-

maining before landing; the last ten sec-

onds are called out singly. The final

check, during the last 50 ft. of descent,

is a surge of sound in the pilot's ear-

phones as the airplane's transmitter be-

gins to resonate as the surface of water
is approached. (The resonance check is

still in experimental stage.)

In comparison with more involved sys-

tems, the Pan American system of instru-

ment landing is rather elementary. Like
all their operations, it is characterized by
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thoroughness. They reduced this complex

problem to elementals, and pre-rehearsed

and pre-calculated its procedure a hun-

dred times until each one of the seven or

eight men needed for an instrument land-

ing knows his job.

Lorenz System

The most important European instru-

ment landing development is undoubtedly

the Lorenz system. Like the Diamond-
Bureau of Air Commerce system on

which it is based, it automatically and

continuously provides the three-fold land-

ing information. It differs, however, in

many respects from the original Newark
installation. Although the original Dia-

mond principles remain unchanged, the

methods of transmission, reception and

indication of landing intelligence have

been improved and simplified.

The most notable improvement is in

the transmission of vertical guidance. In-

stead of using separate transmitting sys-

tems operating on different frequencies

—two crossed loops for direction, and a

special antenna array for delineation of

the landing path—the Lorenz system uses
' a single antenna array consisting of a

vertical dipole transmitting antenna and

two reflectors. The crossed loops of the

Diamond system are replaced by the two
dipole reflectors, keyed with interlocking

dots and dashes, which produce, in con-

junction with the transmitting dipole, an

equisignal zone, or beam, which leads the

pilot to the runway. At the same time,

the transmitting dipole of this array is

[
so constructed that the ground reflection

directs the line of its maximum radiation

i at an angle to the ground throughout
360° around the dipole. The angle of

maximum radiation corresponds to that

4 of the unidirectional Diamond landing

beam, and the pilot follows a line of con-

stant field intensity in the identical man-
ner as with the Diamond system.

The indication of the landing intelli-

gence has also been improved. The ver-

tical pointer (for directional guidance)

remains unchanged, but the crossed hori-

zontal pointer (for vertical path indica-

tion) has been combined with a new
scale. As the airplane approaches the air-

port, in level flight, the pointer rises, and

the graduations of the scale indicate the

rate of approach and approximate dis-

tance. When the pointer reaches the cen-

ter mark on the scale, the pilot begins

his glide. Thereafter, the pointer remains

centered so long as the pilot follows a

line of constant field intensity to the run-

way.

Absolute longitudinal guidance is iden-

tical with that of the Diamond system,

except that the two marker beacons

transmit dashes and dots, respectively,

instead of two different audiofrequency

Telefunken combined instrument for airship

blind landings. It shows simultaneously di-

rection of three transmitting stations oper-

ating on different frequencies

notes. The marker beacon signals can be
received either aurally or visually, the

latter by causing the received keyed sig-

nal to flash the appropriate neon light on
the instrument board.

The Lorenz system, which can be
called the standard system of Europe, is

now in operation at several airports,

among them Berlin, Zurich, Hanover,
and Munich. It is of particular interest

to us because it represents the logical

advancement of the original Diamond
system.

Zeppelin-Telefunken System

Like Pan American Airways, Deutsche
Zeppelin Reederei were confronted with
the need of an instrument landing system
to meet their particular operating re-

quirements. The Zeppelin-Telefunken
system, developed by these two compan-
ies in cooperation with Deutsche Ver-
suchsanstalt fuer Luftfahrt, is another

instance of a specialized instrument land-

ing system.

Its principle of operation is reminiscent

of our Army-Hegenberger system, but

in addition to two mobile transmitters

operating on separate frequencies, for

runway localization, it employs a third

transmitter for definite position fix within

the airport limits. This necessitates three

separate radio direction finders aboard
the dirigible.

Ground equipment consists of three

transmitters with extensible non-direc-

tional pole antennas mounted on trucks,

disposed about the airport as shown in

the drawing: transmitters A and B ori-

ented in the direction of the wind, and
transmitter C opposite the center of the

airport, at right angles to line A-B. The
transmitters are long-wave, the wave
lengths being 701.4 meters for A, 1093.8

meters for B, and 872.1 meters for C.
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The dirigible approaching the airport

takes a bearing on the windward trans-

mitter A, and determines position and

distance from the airport by a cross-bear-

ing on any convenient station (X, in the

diagram). The ship then proceeds to a

point about 10 miles leeward of the air-

port, and lines up with transmitters A
and B for landing approach.

In the control car, the bearings of the

two transmitters, A and B, are indicated

by two opposing vertical pointers of the

combined instrument. At the same time,

a third radio direction finder is tuned in

on transmitter C, the direction of which

is now shown in the control car by the

movement of the third pointer, visible

through a slot in the right hand side of

the dial. The three pointers give a con-

stant direction and position indication as

the dirigible, losing altitude, approaches

the airport.

When the three pointers are brought

to their lubber marks, the commander
knows that his ship is directly over the

center of the airport. The customary alti-

tude here is about 325 ft., and the han-

dling lines can be paid out as the airship,

keeping its position, descends.

Loth Electromagnetic System

The use of the electromagnetic field

emitted by a series of concentric under-

ground wires for locating fogbound air-

ports had been proposed in the United

States in the early 1920s. The first prac-

tical application of the idea, however

—

and the first to employ these means for

altitude indication—was made by Wil-

liam Loth, in France, a few years ago

when an installation was made at the

Yilleneuve airport.

The accompanying sketches illustrate

the principle of its operation. The two
outer concentric rings, surrounding the

landing area, emit a relatively powerful

field, forming a safety dome over the

airport : the outer field forms an approach

zone surrounding the airport. Within the

two outer rings, there are 18 low-power
concentric rings for altitude indication

(only 4 such rings are shown in the

drawing for clarity). Twelve rings per

kilometer of airport diameter were found
adequate.

Telefunken blind landing system used by the

dirigibles "Graf Zeppelin" and "Hindenbtirg."
Mobile transmitters A, B and C are oriented

about the landing field as shown in the draw-
ing in order to permit landing into the liind

Each two adjoining rings constitute a

pair, and each pair is charged with equal

alternating currents, but of opposite

phases. In this manner, the magnetic

fields about the wires are being rapidly

reversed and produce a resultant field.

By keying the rings in a suitable manner
it is possible to provide means of iden-

tification of the approach zone, the safety

zone, and the landing zone.

The outermost ring is keyed with letter

D (dash-dot-dot), and its neighbor is

keyed with letter U (dot-dot-dash) in

such a manner that the two signals inter-

lock. The keying is arranged to coincide

with the switching of the magnetic fields.

Thus, letter D is keyed to coincide with

the outward propagation of the magnetic

field, while letter U coincides with its in-

ward propagation, towards the center of

the airport. This provides a means of

identification of the approach and safety

zones, with a definite check on the air-

port boundary where the two signals in-

terlock and produce a single continuous

note. This single continuous note is con-

fined to the narrow zone directly over

the outer pair of rings.

All low-power inner rings are keyed

with letter I (dot-dot) which identifies

the "radio ceiling" produced by their

combined fields, extending to a height of

about 65 ft. above the airport.

Both visual and aural reception is pro-

vided, the former by varicolored lights

which flash as the airplane passes through

the various zones, the latter by code let-

ter identification.

Having located the direction of the

airport by means of a radio direction

finder or a localizing beam, the pilot de-

scends to a safe altitude and heads for

the airport, listening for the letter D in

the outward component of the magnetic

field. When the airport boundary is

reached, the signal briefly changes to a

single continuous note as the airplane

passes directly over the two outer rings.

Once over the airport, inside the "safety

dome," the letter U of the inward com-

ponent of the magnetic field furnishes the

zone identification. Continuing his glide,

the pilot listens for the letter I of the

"radio ceiling," giving him the final alti-

tude check.

The Yilleneuve installation and tests

were made for the French Air Ministry,

and their results, as far as the writer

knows, have not been made public.

Z.— :r. System

An interesting system has been pro-

posed by E. J. Simon, but as yet has not

been tested in flight. Its feature lies in

the ease with which it could be applied as

a collision warning system for ground
obstructions or aircraft in flight.

The system is predicated on the use

of the Simon Radioguide (described in

the May, 1935, issue of Aero Digest), a

{Continued on following page)
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radio direction finder with two oppositely

inclined loops operating on a ratio prin-

ciple. Use of this principle permits, in

addition to the conventional direction

finding, automatic indication of off-course

bearings in degrees of arc, as well as an

indication of the ratio of distance flown.

For determination of bearings in azi-

muth, the two loops are placed (with

their axis vertical) at equal and opposite

angles to the longitudinal axis of the air-

plane. For determination of bearings in

zenith, it is proposed to place the loops,

with their axis horizontal, at equal and
opposite angles to the horizontal axis

of the airplane. Such an arrangement
would permit measuring, in degrees, the

zenithal angle from a point in space to a

suitable source of signal at the airport

emitting horizontally polarized waves.

The ground installation of the Simon
system consists of a horizontal transmit-

ting loop antenna located underground at

the center of the airport, transmitting a

steady carrier, which may be modulated,
if desired, since this does not affect the

bearing indication. The field of such a

loop antenna provides directional and ver-

tical guidance throughout 360°.

In the proposed landing procedure, the

pilot would approach the field, from any
direction and at any altitude, and observe
the zenithal bearing indication on his

landing instrument. When the instrument
shows that the zenithal bearing to the
airport is equal to the normal gliding
angle of that particular airplane, the pilot

would begin his glide which would
eventually bring him to the center of the
airport, directly on top of the under-
ground antenna. To offset variations in

indication caused by the airplane assum-
ing a tail-low or tail-high position during
the glide, it is proposed to suspend the
receiving loop unit aboard the airplane
in gyroscopic gimbals, or to compare the
radio bearing indication with the inclino-

meter indication, adding or subtracting
the difference in the airplane's actual
angle with the horizon.

Approximate longitudinal guidance
would be constantly available through
the inherent feature of the instrument
which gives an indication of the ratio
of the distance traveled

; absolute distance
check would be provided by the conven-
tional marker beacons, such as used in
the Diamond, United and Lorenz systems.

Conclusions

The need for an instrument landing
sytem may be said to increase with the
distance flown non-stop. The greater the
distance, the less frequently will clear
weather prevail at both the point of de-
parture and the point of destination. Ac-
curate long-range weather forecasting
does not solve the problem. It is signifi-
cant that the two companies operating
non-stop over the longest distances—Pan
American Airways and Deutsche Zeppe-
lin Reederei—both found it necessary to

have means of landing their ships with-

out seeing the ground.

Instrument landing today is a prac-

tical reality. Why, then, is this most vital

aid to navigation still being withheld from

our domestic airlines ?

The reason can scarcely be technical.

Standardization and responsibility—is all

that is needed. As to responsibility for

nation - wide construction, maintenance

and operation, no single airline, or group

of airlines operating from the same air-

ports, should shoulder such a burden.

This burden, like the operation of radio

range beacons, would undoubtedly fall to

the lot of the Federal Government.

Curtiss P-36 Pursuit Monoplane
• Latest pursuit plane purchased for the

U. S. Army Air Corps is a low-wing all-

metal cantilever monoplane manufactured

by the Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Co.

of Buffalo, N. Y., which is now produc-

ing this type for immediate delivery.

Known as the Curtiss P-36, this plane

is equipped with retractable landing gear

and tail wheel as seen on the front cover

of this issue of Aero Digest. Power is

supplied either with the new 1000 hp
Series G Cyclone, the nine-cylinder ra-

dial air-cooled engine developed by the

Wright Aeronautical Corp., or the 14-

cylinder, two-row radial Pratt & Whitnev
R-1830 which develops 1150 hp.

Full monocoque construction is used in

the all-metal fuselage, and the wings are

provided with trailing edge flaps. These
flaps are effective in producing a low
landing speed in comparison to the high

speed of the plane. The empennage is also

cantilever construction and the elevator?

and rudder are equipped with trimming

tabs of the Flettner type.

Wing span is 37 ft. 35 in., height 28

ft. 1 in. and dihedral 6°. Performance
figures on the P-36 are not available due
to the confidential status of the airplane.
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